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Abstract. We are concerned with the retrieval of the unknown cross-section of a

homogeneous cylindrical obstacle embedded in a homogeneous mediumand illuminated
by time-harmonic electromagnetic line sources. The dielectric parameters of the
obstacle and embedding materials are known and piecewise constant. That is, the
shape (here, the contour) of the obstacle is sucient for its full characterization. The
inverse scattering problem is then to determine the contour from the knowledge of the
scattered eld measured for several locations of the sources and/or frequencies. An
iterative process is implemented: given an initial contour, this contour is progressively
evolved such as to minimize the residual in the data t. This algorithm presents two
main important points. The rst one concerns the choice of the transformation enforced
on the contour. We will show that this involves the design of a velocity eld whose
expression only requires the resolution of an adjoint problem at each step. The second
one concerns the use of a level-set function in order to represent the obstacle. This
level-set function will be of great use to handle in a natural way splitting or merging
of obstacles along the iterative process. The evolution of this level-set is controlled by
a Hamilton-Jacobi-type equation which will be solved by using an appropriate nitedi erence scheme. Numerical results of inversion obtained from both noiseless and
noisy synthetic data illustrate the behavior of the algorithm for a variety of obstacles.

Short title: Reconstruction of a 2-D binary obstacle by controlled evolution of a level-set
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the solution of a nonlinear inverse scattering problem, i.e.,
the retrieval of the cross-section contour of a cylindrical homogeneous penetrable (lossy
dielectric) obstacle located in free space (typically, air). The contrast of permittivity
between the obstacle and its embedding is known, but main topological information is
missing: the cross-section of the obstacle has no assumed connectivity (there may be an
unknown number of isolated components), is not (or its components) necessarily starshaped with respect to a given point, and no interior point is given. In e ect the only
such information is that the obstacle cross-section is contained in a given test domain,
and that the contour has some degree of smoothness. Otherwise, measurements of the
scattered eld at several sensor locations around the obstacle and for several locations
and/or frequencies of time-harmonic E-polarized line sources placed nearby are available.
Such data will be synthetically generated by solving the associated direct problem with
taking care not to commit the inverse crime, or obtained from independent investigators
(Belkebir and Tijhuis 1996).
The two main questions in this so-called binary con guration - at any point of the
test domain the permittivity contrast is either 0 (free space) or the prescribed value is how to keep and take advantage of the binary aspect, and how to overcome the lack
of topological information underlined above. The development as discussed next of a
novel inversion algorithm based on the controlled (in some sense, optimal) evolution of
a level set, will show that these two questions can be answered rather e ectively.
Obviously, the 2-D scalar scattering case attacked here (a transmission problem
in IR2) remains somewhat canonical; however we believe that the analysis is still
illustrative of the strengths and weaknesses of such an algorithm whereas extensions
to more realistic environments, e.g., strati ed ones for which only aspect-limited data
are available (Lesselier and Duch^ene 1996) and/or more realistic obstacles, e.g., 3-D
bounded ones (Angell et al 1987), and consequently to more complicated scalar and
vector wave elds, could be dealt with in a similar fashion. In particular, notice that
some results are already available, though in a linearized framework, for the retrieval of
cylindrical obstacles in a conductive half-space at eddy current frequencies (Litman et
al 1997).
Several methods which take into account the binarity of the solutions have been
developed through the literature. Some of them include this binarity by discretizing the
test domain into white and black pixels and by letting these pixels evolve according
to simulated annealing algorithms where the cost functional to minimize includes
connectivity constraint so as to privilege the regrouping of either black or white pixels
(see in a linearized framework, (de Oliveira Bohbot et al 1996)).
Others, which also aim at the retrieval of the test domain as a distribution of black
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and white pixels, use the modi ed gradient technique (Kleinman and van den Berg
1992), with replacing the 0-1 contrast by a continuous approximation to a step function
so as to restore the needed di erentiability of the cost functional versus this contrast,
and with reducing in an appropriate step-by-step fashion the discrepancy between the
step function and its approximation so as to get a sharper and sharper map (Souriau et
al 1996).
A large class of algorithms amounts to solving an equation which involves the contour
of the unknown domain or its representative coecients (Kirsch and Kress 1993) (Colton
and Monk 1994) (Rozier et al 1997) (Angell et al 1997). In some representative cases
it is assumed that the contour of the obstacle is obtained by a succession of small
perturbations which are to minimize a normed discrepancy between the observed eld
(the data) and the theoretical eld (the one associated to the iterated contour). For
example, if represents the domain of the scatterer at step t, the domain at the next
iteration will be obtained through a certain deformation T , +1 = T ( ). To our
knowledge so far, for problems of wave eld inversion, only one type of deformation has
been examined closely. This deformation consists in a small perturbation of the identity
and takes the following form: T ( ) = fy 2 IR ; y = x + h(x); 8x 2 g. (Masmoudi
1987) and (Kirsch 1993) both used this idea in order to solve the exterior Dirichlet
problem. (Potthast 1996) considered the exterior Neumann problem. (Hettlich 1995)
focussed on the exterior Robin problem as well as on the transmission problem. (Hettlich
and Rundell 1996) applied these techniques to an inverse potential problem. (Roy et al
1997) investigated the inverse acoustic scattering problem of sound-hard obstacles.
The algorithm which is developed in this paper uses the same notion of shape
deformation through an iterative process with ensuring that the chosen cost functional
is decreased. However, this algorithm di ers by two main choices from the previous
ones: the type of deformation of the obstacle contour, and the type of representation of
the obstacle cross-section, as follows.
First, instead of using the previous transformation, we implement a more general
shape deformation (Cea 1976) (Sokolowski and Zolesio 1992) which is inspired from
continuum mechanics (Germain 1973). This type of deformation, which is completely
characterized by its velocity as discussed later, enables us to derive a closed form of
the derivative of the cost functional with respect to a perturbation of the geometry.
Furthermore, it may give us an idea of the asymptotical behavior of the solution when
the number of iterations increases.
Second, the widely applied star-shaped representation of the boundary of the domain
(Colton and Kress 1992) (Rozier et al 1997) (Kirsch 1993) is not adopted because it is
not capable of retrieving multiple objects when the initial guess is a single one ((Haas
et al 1997) reconstructed two objects, but from two initial ones). So, the key idea is
to de ne the boundary of the object as the level 0 (a front) of a function of higher
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dimension. Then, one can employ the level-set modeling technique (Osher and Sethian
1988) which easily handles the moving and possible splitting of the fronts. This is
illustrated by various examples: crystal growth (Sethian and Strain 1992), and image
processing (Malladi et al 1995) (Caselles et al 1993), while the feasibility of such an
approach in the case of inverse problems involving obstacles such as the reconstruction
of a di raction screen has been shown recently (Santosa 1996).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the problem of interest is introduced.
In section 3 some general results on shape deformation are presented. In section 4 the
cost functional (the error in the data t), which is a shape functional, is shown to be
Frechet-di erentiable with respect to the domain (the cross-section). This derivative
involves the de nition of an adjoint problem as well as the velocity of the deformation.
This velocity is here to control the evolution such that the cost functional is decreased.
In section 5 the level-set representation is introduced. This representation leads to
a Hamilton-Jacobi-type equation which links the velocity to the level-set function.
Through this equation, the deformation of the cross-sectional contour can be found.
In section 6 the numerical implementation of the algorithm, inspired from a numerical
scheme due to Osher and Sethian and borrowed from hyperbolic conservation laws, is
described in detail. In section 7 numerical examples are introduced and discussed (no
theoretical results of convergence of the whole scheme are available, and emphasis is
then on the numerical experimentation). A short conclusion follows. In Appendix A
complementary elements are introduced, in particular the material and shape derivatives
of the eld are exhibited. More details and results can be found in (Litman 1997).

2. Transmission problem
The model is the following : a z-oriented cylindrical obstacle, of cross-section , is
embedded in an homogeneous space = IR2 n  . The obstacle is assumed to be linear,
isotropic, non-magnetic and penetrable and to have a suciently smooth boundary
. Its exterior normal is denoted by ~n. The wave numbers k (!), k (!) (=k (!),
=k (!)  0) of the di erent materials are assumed to be known for each frequency !
and to be independent of the position (the time dependance exp( j!t) is chosen and
dropped out from now on). An incident wave u of same cylindrical dependence (line
source) illuminates the obstacle. We restrict ourselves to a Transverse Magnetic (TM)
or E-polarization con guration. The total eld u satis es the following set of equations:
u + k2 u = 0
in
(1a)
u + k2 u = 0
in
(1b)
+
u =u
on
(1c)
+
@u = @u
on
(1d)
@~n
@~n
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where u+(u ) denotes the limit of u from the exterior (interior) of . The scattered
eld u = u u satis es the Sommerfeld radiation condition
s

i

p

@u
lim
(2)
!1 r( @r jk u ) = 0
where r = jxj and j 2 = 1. (Hettlich 1995), among others, has shown that this
transmission problem has a unique solution u 2 H 1 (IR2) for a given domain .
The inverse problem consists in nding the shape which minimizes the error on
the data t. If we denote by L2(M ) the set of the measured scattered elds, where M
is the probing line, the cost functional to minimize is of the following form:
J ( ) = 21 k u ( ) g k2 2( )
(3)
where g corresponds to the data. The inverse problem can then be written as:
Find  such that J ( ) = min 12 k u ( ) g k2 2( )
(4)
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3. Shape deformation
Shape deformation has been introduced in order to solve shape optimization problems.
In this case, the variable is no longer a function but the shape of a geometric domain
. Shape optimization thus consists in nding the geometry which minimizes a cost
functional while satisfying a certain number of constraints. For example, how to draw
a plane wing such that its air drag is minimal ? How to decrease the weight of a bicycle
while keeping its robustness ? (Haug and Cea 1981) give an excellent overview of typical
practical problems.
Usually, such problems are solved by using iterative schemes and in doing so by
constructing a family of shapes , 0 = , that are perturbations of for 0  t < 
(Figure A1), t being a ctitious time parameter. These admissible domains are
assumed to be subsets of a larger xed domain D and to keep the same regularity C .
The next question is how to de ne this family of perturbations. One could use
the notions developed in continuum mechanics (Germain 1973) where a family of
transformations T : D ! IR2 for 0  t <  can be constructed such that :
x = T (x)
=T( )
(5)
The perturbation of the identity
T (x) = x + t(x)
(6)
where  is of class C , is part of these transformations. (Murat and Simon 1976), among
others, have introduced this di eomorphism which (Kirsch 1993) (Hettlich 1995), for
example, have used to solve inverse scattering problems.
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One could also use a more general method denoted as the Velocity Method (Cea
1976) (Zolesio 1979). Instead of being de ned by its transformation T , the deformation
is de ned by its velocity V~ (t; x) 2 (C [0; [; V (D)) where V (D) is the space of functions
k-continuously di erentiable with compact support included in D and such that these
functions leave the boundary of D unchanged in order that the admissible domains
remain subsets of D, that is:
V~  ~n = 0 on @D except on the points where the normal is unde ned
V~ (x) = 0 for all singular points x
In fact, these two de nitions of the perturbation are equivalent. Indeed, for a given
transformation T and under sucient regularity condition, it is possible to associate a
unique velocity eld V~ (t; x), and vice-versa (Sokolowski and Zolesio 1992) (Delfour and
Zolesio 1992). The velocity eld is given by :
@ T )  T 1(x)
V~ (t; x) = ( @t
(7)
In short, a point is described by its initial position and the value of its velocity at time
t.
To our knowledge, the deformation of the domain by a velocity eld has not been
widely used in the context of wave eld inversion. However, as we shall see, the formalism
involved can be used to solve the inverse problem under consideration. Moreover, it also
enables to choose the deformation more freely and to have an idea of the evolution of
the scheme when t is large. Finally, let us emphasize that this kind of transformation
provides us with expressions of the derivatives that are easy to compute.
As the cost functional depends on a variable which is not a function anymore, the
usual de nitions of derivatives are evidently to be adapted. Following Cea's works (Cea
1976), Zolesio has used notions already found in continuum mechanics (Germain 1973),
such as the material derivative, while introducing a complementary notion of shape
derivative (see the comprehensive expose of (Sokolowski and Zolesio 1992)). Such an
analysis is now developed.
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4. Frechet-derivative of the cost functional
We are interested in obtaining a closed form of the derivative of the cost functional
according to a perturbation of the geometry. In order to do so, we could either look
at the weak formulation of the Helmholtz equations (1), or apply integral equations
methods. When considering the perturbation of the identity (6), (Kirsch 1993) (Hettlich
1995) have used the rst formulation while (Potthast 1996) (Charalambopoulos 1995)
have considered the second one.
Following Hettlich's notations, we choose to introduce a weak formulation of the
transmission problem. A ball B with radius R > 0 such that   B is chosen.
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The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map L is de ned in order to incorporate the Sommerfeld
radiation condition:
L : H 1 2(@B ) ! H 1 2(@B )
=

=

R

f

R

! @w
@~n

where w is the unique solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem in IR2nB with boundary
data w = f . The total eld u = u( ) 2 H 1(B ) satis es the following variational
equation:
Z
S (u; v) = (rurv 2uv) dx < Lu; v > = (f; v) 1( R)
(8)
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for all v 2 H 1(B ) where
R
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< k2
2(x) = : 2
k

for x 2
(9)
for x 2
< ;  > represents the scalar product in the duality H 1 2(@B ); H 1 2(@B ) and S a
sesquilinear form : H 1(B )  H 1(B ) ! C.
l The function f 2 H 1(B ) represents the
linear functional
Z
( @u
(10)
@~n Lu ) v ds = (f; v) 1( R)
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In the transmission problem, the space de nition of the elds does not change along
the iterations, i.e., u 2 H 1(B ) instead of u 2 H 1( ). This is of great help when
di erentiating with respect to the domain. When de ning the velocity, we introduced
a hold-all domain D, which can be considered here as B . In order to avoid a problem
at the boundary, the velocity V~ is assumed to have a compact support strictly included
in B . The boundary of B is then totally invariant. We also assume that the probing
line M is not a part of the support of V~ .
The rst step consists in di erentiating the total eld u( ) with respect to and
thus obtaining its shape derivative.
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4.1. Material and shape derivative
In order to obtain the shape derivative of the total eld, we need to prove that its
material derivative exists. The material derivative u_ ( ; V~ ) of u( ) for a given velocity
V~ 2 C ([0; [; V (B )) is de ned by:
1 (u( )  T u( ))
u_ ( ; V~ ) = lim
(11)
!0 t
Then, if the domains are suciently smooth, the following proposition holds.
Proposition Let V~ 2 C ([0; [; V (B )) a velocity eld with compact support strictly
included in B , then the solution u of the transmission problem has a strong material
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derivative u_ 2 H 1(B ) in the direction V~ . This material derivative is the unique solution
of the following variational equation for all v 2 H 1(B ):
R

S (u;_ v) =

R

Z

R

B

< A0(0)  ru; rv > 2 0(0) u(x) v(x) dx

(12)

where 0 denotes the derivative of (t) = det(DT ), DT being the Jacobian matrix of the
transformation T and where A0 denotes the derivative of A(t) = (t)(DT ) 1(DT ) 1.
In order to de ne the shape derivative, we also need that the quantity ru  V~ (0)
belongs to H 1(B ). This comes from the fact that the normal components of the elds
are continuous on the boundary of (u 2 H 2(B )). The following proposition can
then be stated.
Proposition Let V~ 2 C ([0; [; V (B )) a velocity eld with compact support strictly
included in B , then the solution u of the transmission problem has a shape derivative
u0 2 H 1(B ) in the direction V~ . This shape derivative is the unique solution of the
following variational equation for all v 2 H 1(B ):
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k2 v+) V~ (0)  ~n d
S

(13)

Both proofs are given in Appendix A.
4.2. Derivative of the cost functional
The cost functional is of the following form:
J ( ) = 21 k u ( ) g k2 2( )
(14)
As the incident eld is independent of the shape, the scattered eld has the same shape
derivative as the total eld. Furthermore, the probing line M is xed, so the Eulerian
derivative of the cost functional in the direction V~ is of the following form:
s

L

dJ ( ; V~ ) = <

Z

M

u0(y)(u

s

M

g)(y)dy

(15)

In order to simplify this expression, we introduce an adjoint state p de ned by:
p + k2 p = (u g) 
in
p + k 2 p = 0
in
p = p+
on
+
@p = @p
on
@~n @~n
s

S

M
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(16a)
(16b)
(16c)
(16d)

where  denotes the Kronecker symbol. This adjoint state is solution of the following
variational equation:
Z
S (p; ) = (u g)(y) (y) dy 8 2 H 1(B )
(17)
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Replacing by u0 in (17) and v by p in (8), since u and p belong to H 2(B ) the
combination of the two equations leads to:
Z
Z
0
u (y)(u g)(y)dy = (k2 k2 ) u()p() V~ (0)  ~n d
(18)
The Eulerian derivative of the cost functional can then be expressed by:
Z
~
dJ ( ; V ) = < (k2 k2 ) u()p() V~ (0)  ~n d
(19)
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5. Shape representation
In order to implement numerically this iterative process, a suitable representation of
the binary object is needed. The level-set representation is the second key-point of this
work. It enables to overcome a large number of topological diculties.
5.1. Level-set representation
There are several possible representations which can retain the binary aspect of the
scattering object through the iterative process. One could think about pixels, for
example (de Oliveira Bohbot et al 1996): "black" pixels will represent the object, and
"white" pixels the surrounding. The main diculty is to let these pixels evolve in a
continuous fashion.
One could follow some points on the boundary of the domain . For example,
(Zolesio 1979) (Masmoudi 1987) (Vincent et al 1997) use Finite Element Methods for
solving the direct problem which lead them to let the mesh grid evolve through the
iterations. For the scattering problem, one can use the Method of Moments which,
with the changing boundary, would also be computationally prohibitive as one needs to
calculate a new set of Green's function with each iteration.
One could also associate a parametrization to the boundary of the domain, for
example, a star-shaped representation (Rozier et al 1997) (Colton and Kress 1992).
This representation can easily describe the contour but it has several drawbacks. This
representation is non-intrinsic, i.e., several representations can give rather di erent
results. Star-shaped objects depends on the origin point, which has to be inside the
object: this implies the advance knowledge of the number of objects and accordingly
one or several appropriate interior points. Furthermore, merging or splitting of objects
has to be handled with care and requires a supplementary algorithmical e ort.
Recently (Santosa 1996) proposed to represent the contour through a function of
higher dimension. If the star-shaped representation can be viewed as a Lagrangian
representation, the level-set one is similar to an Eulerian representation. Santosa
introduces a level-set ,  2 C 1(B ) with k r k such that ( gure A2):
= fx 2 B j (t; x) = 0g
(20)
t
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= fx 2 B j (t; x) < 0g
(21)
With this representation, there is no need of a priori knowledge on the number of
objects, on their origin and so on. The de nition of the contour is implicit and made in
a geometrical fashion. Furthermore, splitting and merging can be handled in a natural
way.
t

R

5.2. Hamilton-Jacobi equation
The evolution of the level-set will directly lead to the evolution of the domain. The main
question now is to characterize this evolution. If we di erentiate one level contour, say,
contour  = C according to t, we get (Santosa 1996):

@ (t; x) + V~ (t; x)  ~n jr(t; x)j = 0
(22)
@t
as x = V~ (t; x) and ~n = r=jrj. This equation (22) is a Hamilton-Jacobi type
equation, where the velocity V~ , which is still to be chosen within the previously discussed
@

@t

framework, plays an important role.
This type of equation is frequently found in image processing, for example in edge
detection process. A geometrical approach of deformable models for edge detection has
been proposed independently by (Caselles et al 1993) and (Malladi et al 1995). In
both models, the motion of the surface is controlled by a Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
(Malladi et al 1995)'s work is based on a previous study of (Osher and Sethian 1988)
on the problem of ame propagation. By representing the front of the ame with a
level-set function, they end up with the same kind of equation. They have introduced a
nite-di erence upwind numerical scheme borrowed from conservation laws. The main
advantage of this scheme, apart from being stable and entropy satisfying, is that one can
use a xed cartesian grid through the iterative process. This scheme will be employed
here.
5.3. Velocity choice
The velocity is controlling the evolution of the scheme and an appropriate choice is thus
essential.
Since the Frechet-derivative of the cost function (19) and the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (22) only require the normal component of the velocity, we restrict ourselves
to velocities which have the same direction as the normal:

V~ (t; x) = V (t; x) ~n(t; x)

t

(23)
We then have to choose the amplitude. This amplitude must be such that the domain
tends to the "exact" domain when t ! 1. Several proposals are available (Zolesio
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1979) (Cea 1976) (Malladi et al 1995). The choice taken here is more an empirical one
and enables to de ne the velocity on the whole test domain (this is required by the
nite-di erence scheme which solves the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (22)):
V (t; x) = (k2 k2 ) u (x) p (x) 8x 2 B
(24)
The velocity is taken as minus what is left under the integral in the Frechet derivative
of the cost function (19). This should lead us to a cost function which decreases at each
step.
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6. Numerical process
In this section, we will give some useful hints for the numerical implementation of such
algorithm.
6.1. Initialisation
The rst step in this iterative process is to de ne an initial shape of the object. This
can be done either by choosing the domain 0 and deducing the level-set (0; x) or
vice-versa. The rst option is taken here. The initial domain is only constrained by the
fact that at least one pixel of the domain must belong to 0 in order to compute the
associated level-set.
The choice of the initial domain can otherwise be arbitrary. It can be made of one or
several components, connected or not. It can also be deduced from a previous treatment
of the data through a backpropagation scheme (Kleinman and van den Berg 1992).
Once the initial shape 0 is given, a level-set function in the test domain must be
associated to its contour. The choice of this level-set is also quite free. Following Osher
and Sethian, we de ne the level-set as the oriented distance function:
8
< dist(x; @ 0)
if x 2 0
(0; x) = :
(25)
+dist(x; @ 0)
if x 2= 0
6.2. Fields calculations
At each step, we have to compute a direct eld u and an adjoint eld p . In fact, both
problems can be reduced to a single one. The only di erence comes from the source terms
on the right hand-side of the Helmholtz equations (1) (16). For the adjoint problem,
the sources are in fact set at the receiver locations, and their amplitude depends on the
di erence between the scattered eld u and the measured eld g. In order to reduce
the computation cost, we are using a domain integral representation of the elds as well
as a Method of Moments in order to solve the equations numerically. The choice of the
MoM requires the computation of two Green's matrices, one which corresponds to the
t
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t
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interaction between a point in the test domain and a point on the probing line, the other
to the interaction between two points of the test domain. These matrices do not depend
on the incident eld and if the discretisation mesh is xed, they do not change through
the iterations. Since the numerical scheme which enables to follow the evolution of the
domain keeps the grid xed, we then need to compute these matrices only once. This
represents a large saving in the computational time and would not have been possible
if we where using boundary integral representations. Indeed, at each step, we would
have to detect the points of the boundary @ and to recompute the Green's matrices
at these points.
t

t

6.3. Numerical Hamiltonian

Once the velocity is chosen, all coecients which are involved in the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation are de ned. It remains to deform the level-set. This implies to compute what
is called a numerical Hamiltonian. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is replaced by:
1  +1   V H ( ) = 0
(26)
t
where w denotes the value taken by the function w at the point (x ; y ) at time t and
where H corresponds to the numerical Hamiltonian which is in fact an approximation
of the gradient jrj. The main diculty is how to de ne the numerical Hamiltonian.
The scheme is described in detail in (Osher and Sethian 1988) (Sethian 1990). In the
following, we will just make some remarks.
The rst one concerns the sign of the velocity. Indeed, this sign greatly in uences
the scheme if it is not properly taken into account. The choice made here is such that
the domain should expand when the velocity is positive. This leads to:
 if V  0, the numerical Hamiltonian is given by:
H ( )2 = max(D  ; 0)2 + min(D+  ; 0)2 + max(D  ; 0)2 + min(D+  ; 0)2
 if V < 0, then:
H ( )2 = min(D  ; 0)2 + max(D+  ; 0)2 + min(D  ; 0)2 + max(D+  ; 0)2
where D+  = ( +1  )=x and D  = (  1)=y.
The second remark concerns the boundary conditions to impose on the level-set.
Since the velocity has been taken such that the boundary of the test domain should
remain xed, the level-set function veri es a Neumann boundary condition. This
condition is implemented numerically.
The last remark concerns the time step t. The space step x and y are
conditionned by the MoM. The time step depends on the Courant-Friedrich-Leroy
condition that the numerical scheme of Osher and Sethian must satisfy. We will see in
the following section the in uence of this parameter on the convergence of the algorithm.
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6.4. Algorithm

Let us brie y summarize the algorithm:
 Initialisation process:
{ Choose the initial domain 0 either arbitrarily or by backpropagation.
{ De ne the level-set obtained through the oriented distance function (25).
{ Compute the total eld u0 and the scattered eld u0.
 As long as J ( ) > Tol, where Tol is a given error:
{ Compute the adjoint eld p (16).
{ Compute the velocity V (24).
{ Deform the level-set function  (26).
{ Get the level-set 0 to obtain +1 .
{ Compute the total eld u and the scattered eld u as well as the new cost
function J ( +1).
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t
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7. Numerical results
Here are presented illustrative results of the inversion (more results are available in
(Litman 1997)). The rst set of reconstructions concerns one single obstacle. This set is
meant to get an idea of the in uence of the di erent parameters on the reconstruction
process. The second set deals with the reconstruction of several obstacles, starting from
a single initial one.
7.1. One obstacle
7.1.1. Con guration The homogeneous background in which is situated the obstacle
is air ( = 0, = 0, 0). The area in which the obstacle can be found is a square test
domain of length side d = , and centered at (0; 0). Only one frequency is used, 10 GHz
( = 3 cm). The receivers and the sources are equally spaced on a circle of radius =2
and centered at (0; 0). The number of receivers is equal to the number of sources, i.e.,
10.
The test domain is divided into square cells. The number of cells varies between
the direct problem (43  43) and the inverse one (21  21) in order to prevent ourselves
of an inverse crime. In both cases, the size of the cells is suciently small according to
the MoM criteria.
The obstacle under study is a disk of radius =4, centered at (=6; =6) as shown
in gure A3. Its dielectric characteristics ( = 1:80,  = 0, 0) are known. The
contrast of permittivity thus takes the value  = 0:8 inside the obstacle and 0 outside.
E

E

S

S
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7.1.2. Evolution process Let us rst illustrate the evolution of the di erent functions
along the iterative process. The initial guess is a disk of radius =4, centered at (0; 0)
(Figure A4). The time step is t = 10 2 . No noise has been added. This con guration
will be taken as the basis in the following comparisons. The algorithm stops according
to two criteria: either the normalized error (the di erence between the measured and
computed scattered elds divided by the norm of the measured scattered elds) gets
lower than a certain tolerance number (here 10 2 ), either the number of iterations
reaches a certain step (here 300).
In gure A5, one follows the evolution of the retreived contour towards the "exact"
contour. In gure A6, one follows the deformation of the level-set function. The
minimum of the level-set function actually tends to move itself where the "exact"
solution is. Even more signi cant is the evolution of the velocity (Figure A7). After
the rst iteration, the velocity is negative where the initial guess is situated, i.e., this
velocity is asking to "remove" some points there, and is positive where the "exact"
obstacle is supposed to be. Furthermore, through the iterations, the amplitude of the
velocity decreases and tends to a plateau. This is one of the signs of the convergence of
the algorithm.
7.1.3. Time step The time step has a strong in uence on the convergence of the
scheme. In gure A8, one can see how the normalized error behaves when we change
this time step. The rapidity of the convergence increases when increasing the time step
until a certain tolerance value is reached beyond which the process diverges.
7.1.4. Noisy data White Gaussian noise has been added to the scattered elds. For
di erent values of the signal-to-noise ratio, the normalized error is plotted (Figure A9).
After a certain number of steps, no more information is added. The deformations left
are only done on the noisy part of the data and correspond for the reconstructed domain
to the appearance/disappearance of one or two pixels.
7.1.5. Initial guess As previously said, the initial domain can be chosen almost
arbitrarily. Several choices are illustrated in gure A10: a large disk of radius =2 and
centered at (0; 0), an isolated pixel centered at (0; 0) and the backpropagated solution.
The latter has been truncated according to its average value in order to get a binary
estimate. In all cases, the nal reconstruction is similar and very close to the "exact"
obstacle. The in uence of such a choice is then very small in such con guration.
7.1.6. Contrast error So far, we have assumed that the values of the dielectric
characteristics were known. What happens if the given values are not the correct
ones can be seen in gure A11. In the rst case, the contrast is divided by a factor
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2 ( = 1:40). The nal image is well-positionned but occupies twice much more space
than the "exact" one. In the second case, the contrast is multiplied by 2 ( = 2:60).
The result is not very good.
S

S

7.2. Several obstacles
The obstacles under study are contained into a square domain test of 2 m by side. There
are made of two disks and one ring. The disks of radius 0.2 m are centered at (0:3; 0:6) m
and ( 0:3; 0:6) m. The ring has an exterior radius of 0.6 m and an inner radius of 0.3 m,
and is centered at (0; 0:2) m. This con guration is also refered as the "Austria" pro le
(Belkebir and Tijhuis 1996). The background is made of air and the contrast between
the obstacles and the surrounding is of value 1. 64 sources and 64 receivers are equally
placed on a circle of radius 3 m centered at (0; 0).
The simulated data that we are using for the reconstruction has been provided by
Belkebir and Tijhuis. They use the MoM associated with CGFFT procedures (Peng
and Tijhuis 1993) in order to compute the scattered eld and a discretisation of 65  65
cells. Those elds are given at several frequencies : 100, 200, 300 and 400 MHz.
Tijhuis and Belkebir input these data in their own inversion algorithm. Their
technique of "marching-on-in frequency" is as follows: for each frequency, the data
are treated separately, from the lowest to the highest frequency. The initial guess
corresponds to the result of the last iteration of the previous treated frequency.
The same approach has been followed here. The parameters are the following ones.
The test domain is discretised into 30  30 cells, the time step is 0.05 and the error
tolerance is 0.01. Several initial guesses have been considered. The main problem in
this "Austria" pro le is the hole in the ring. A backpropagated solution did not give
satisfactory results. The best result is obtained when one chooses a centered disk of
radius 1 m, i.e., half the dimension of the test domain. In gure A12, one can see the
nal results obtained at each frequency. The lower frequency gives an overall view of
the obstacle. Higher frequencies increase the resolution of the reconstruction. One can
also notice that we are able to reconstruct several obstacles starting from a single one,
without any a priori information on their number or positions.

8. Conclusion
We have developed here a novel iterative algorithm for solving the nonlinear wave eld
inversion problems in the particular case of the so-called binary medium, where the
contrast function at any point of the search domain is allowed to take only one
of two prescribed values. The novelty of this algorithm is due to the alliance of
(i) a representation of the surface enclosing domains of same contrast (the level-set
representation), which only requires rather weak topological constraints, and (ii) a mode
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of evolution of the surface as a function of a ctitious time (the Velocity Method),
which only requires to calculate the shape derivative of the cost functional, which can
be obtained through a standard adjoint problem.
In current practice, and in addition to the choice of an appropriate time step (by
numerical experimentation so far) the success of the approach relies on the choice of
the velocity eld, since this eld directly controls the evolution of the level set function
and consequently the decrease of the cost functional. However the choice made here
is one of the simplest ones available, and indeed yields a very good reconstruction
of the obstacles, but the choice may turn out to be more critical when, for example,
the embedding con guration is more complicated (see the illustrative case of a strati ed
con guration (Litman et al 1997)). At the theoretical level, there is a need to understand
the regularity of the Velocity Method when the level-set undergoes a topological change
during iterations. Numerical results appear to support the notion that while the velocity
eld may become singular, the level-set function remains regular.
We emphasize that the method is not restricted to a 2-D geometry, E-polarized scalar
elds, with full viewing of the obstacle. For more complicated environments, and more
restricted datasets, the critical point may be the choice of velocity, as indicated before.
Diculties may also arise when writing down the adjoint problem if di erent boundary
conditions are to be considered. Enforcing supplementary constraints on the level set,
say, by looking for obstacles of minimum extent or for surfaces of least curvature, is
also a subject clearly open to further investigation. As for the computational burden
it should increase quite a lot with the consideration of vector elds, Green's dyads and
3-D obstacles (depicted as a level-set function of dimension 4), since one is solving
one direct problem and one adjoint problem at each time step, but then every other
algorithm faces the same prognosis. Finally, notice that we have restricted ourselves
to the reconstruction of binary obstacles, but it would be interesting to see whether
the method could be applied to obstacles whose contrast is now allowed to take several
prescribed values, or even more to slowly varying domains limited by sharp boundaries.
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Appendix A. Material and shape derivative of the total eld
The total eld u = u( ) is solution of the transmission problem (1). It equivalently
satis es the variational equation (8) where S is sesquilinear form. (Hettlich 1995) has
shown that S (u; v) = (S (u); v) 1( R) = (f; v) 1( R) and that the operator S : H 1(B ) !
H 1(B ) is inversible and its inverse is bounded.
A family of perturbations of is constructed. At each is associated a eld
u = u( ), solution of the perturbed transmission problem, which satis es the following
perturbed variational
equation:
Z
S (u ; v ) = (ru rv 2u v ) dx < Lu ; v > = (f; v ) 1( R)
(A1)
R
for all v 2 H 1(B ) where
8
< k2
for x 2
2
 (x) = : 2
(A2)
k
for x 2 IR2 n 
With (Sokolowski and Zolesio 1992) notations, for example, g = g  T (V~ ), the change
of variables Zin the previous integral equation gives:
S (u ; v ) = < A(t)ru ; rv > 2u v (t)dx < Lu ; v >= (f ; v ) 1( R) (A3)
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This comes from the fact that the velocity V~ has been chosen in order to let the boundary
of B invariant along the iterations. Thus, g j R = g j R . This holds as well for Lu
or f and v on the boundary of the ball B . Since the right-hand-side of (8) and (A3)
are equivalent, we nally get S (u; v ) = S (u ; v ) for all v 2 H 1(B ).
From the de nitions of the sesquilinear forms we obtain for all ; 2 H 1(B ), I
being the identity operator:
Z
S (; ) S (; ) = < (A(t) I )  r; r >Cl 2 2( (t) 1)  dx
(A4)
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1 (B )
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L
(A7)
t
we can deduce that S is continuous according to t. Using a perturbation argument
(Colton and Kress 1992) (Kress and Zinn 1992), we can conclude the continuous
dependence u ! u 2 H 1(B ).
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Appendix A.1. Material derivative
We will now focus on the material derivative u_ of u. Let z = 1 (u u) 2 H 1(B ), we
get:
S (z u;_ v) = 1 S (u u; v) S (u;_ v)
Z
=
< 1t (A(t) I )  ru A0(0)  ru; rv > dx
R


Z
2 1 ( (t) 1)u 0(0)u v dx
t
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As u ! u in H 1(B ), its gradient ru converges strongly to ru in L2(B ;Cl 2).
Thus:
1 (A(t) I )  ru
A0(0)  ru ! 0
strongly in L2(B ;Cl 2)
(A8)
0(0) u
2
1 ( (t) 1) u
!0
strongly in L (B )
(A9)
It follows:
jS (z u;_ v)j  (t) k v k 1( R)
8v 2 H 1(B )
(A10)
where (t) ! 0 when t ! 0. Taking v = S (z u_ ) in the previous inequality leads to a
majoration in (t) of k S (z u_ ) k 1( R). As S is inversible and its inverse is bounded,
we can deduce that z converges strongly towards u_ 2 H 1(B ).
Thus, the material derivative u_ in the direction V~ 2 C ([0; [; V (B )) satis es the
following variational equation:
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(A11)

Appendix A.2. Shape derivative
The shape derivative is de ned if the material derivative exists, as we have just shown,
and if the quantity ru  V~ (0) belongs to H 1(B ). This comes from the continuity of the
normal components on the boundary of .
In order to de ne this shape derivative u0, we di erentiate the variational equation
(A3) that u satis es. This can be simply done when using the following result:
d Z u( )dx = Z u0( ; V~ )dx + Z u( ) V~ (0)  ~nd
(A12)
d
The shape derivative is then solution of the following variational equation:
R

t

S (u0; v) =
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k2 v+) V~ (0)  ~n d
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(A13)
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Figure captions
Figure A1 : Domain perturbations of :

t

=T( )
t

Figure A2 : Level-set function
Figure A3: "Exact" single obstacle
Figure A4: Initial estimate of the domain
Figure A5: Evolution of the domain through the iterations
Figure A6: Evolution of the level-set function through the iterations
Figure A7: Evolution of the velocity through the iterations
Figure A8: Error according to time step t,
(+) t = 10 3 , (||) t = 10 2 , () t = 510

2

Figure A9: Error according to signal-to-noise ratio,
(||) No noise, (+) S/N = 20 dB, () S/N = 10 dB, (4) S/N = 5 dB
Figure A10: Reconstructions for di erent initial guesses
Figure A11: Final reconstructions for di erent inexact values of the permittivity
Figure A12: Reconstruction of the "Austria" pro le
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Figure A2. Level-set function

Figure A3. "Exact" single obstacle
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(a) Domain

0

(b) Level-set (0; x)

Figure A4. Initial estimate of the domain

(a) iteration 20

(b) iteration 39

Figure A5. Evolution of the domain through the iterations
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(a)  at iteration 20

(b)  at iteration 39

Figure A6. Evolution of the level-set function through the iterations

(a) V at iteration 20

(b) V at iteration 39

Figure A7. Evolution of the velocity through the iterations
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Figure A8. Error according to time step t
(+) t = 10 3 , (||) t = 10 2 , () t = 510

2

Figure A9. Error according to signal-to-noise ratio
(||) No noise, (+) S/N = 20 dB, () S/N = 10 dB, (4) S/N = 5 dB
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(a) Only 1 pixel as an initial guess and 27 iterations later

(b) Big circle as an initial guess and 39 iterations later

(c) Backpropagation as an initial guess and 20 iterations later

Figure A10. Reconstructions for di erent initial guesses
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(a) "S = 1:4 "0 at iteration 300

(b) "S = 2:6 "0 at iteration 300

Figure A11. Final reconstructions for di erent inexact values of the permittivity
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(a) Initial estimate for 100 MHZ

(b) Final result at 100 MHz

(c) Final result at 200 MHz

(d) Final result at 300 MHz

(e) Final result at 400 MHz

(f) Exact "Austria" pro le

Figure A12. Reconstruction of the "Austria" pro le

